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From the Principal
Term 3 has commenced
with plenty of reasons to
celebrate!

On 4 August Hon
Dr Susan Close Minister
for Education and Child
development and Minister
for Higher Education and Skills, Opening
the latest round of capital works, and in
particular the Language Centre. Our
Year 9 students featured on the
Gamelan accompanied by Bu Emily
Newcombe and the year 8 Students
demonstrated their prowess on the
Angklung with aplomb!
What follows is an extract of my address
at the function:
“When I came to Le Fevre High in 2008
one of the many goals I set myself as the
Principal of the school was to get the old
prefabricated buildings replaced with
more appropriate modern educational
facilities and learning spaces. After two
submissions to the DECD Capital works
program I was delighted to get a phone
call from Hon Stephen Mulligan MP, in
his capacity as Minister for Infrastructure
and the local member for Lee telling me
that in the 2015/2016 state budget that
LFHS would be receiving a $1 million
capital works grant for the removal of the
old ‘prefabs’ and the redevelopment of
some of the grounds and the
construction of a new building. I know
also that our Minister of Education Dr
Close and the local member for Port
Adelaide was a strong advocate for our
school in this project and it is wonderful
that she is here today to perform the
Opening Ceremony.
 The consultation process with the
DECD capital works and our staff team
led us to the choice for this wonderful
new facility. It was up to our site to
determine its configuration and purpose.
Of course each of the learning areas
thought it would be a useful attribute to
their teaching and learning areas!
 However it did not take us long to
decide that what our site needed was a
contemporary centre for the study of
language. Our school is going against
the national trend with numbers of

students studying language staying
strong
and
I
acknowledge
our
outstanding Indonesian language team
for this achievement. In an IBO school,
having bilingual skills is highly valued
and is an important part of preparing
students not only for their lives within the
Australian community, but also is
fundamental to students developing
international mindedness, such an
important
disposition
in
todays
connected global
community and
Australia’s multicultural society. The
capacity to have an insight into other’s
cultural backgrounds has become a
valued life skill.
 This decision also allowed for a
more Learning Area based use of our
other areas and many Learning Area
teams seemed to get some positive form
of flow on of benefits from this project,
the arts area was upgraded, PE got their
much needed additional multipurpose
play areas, Science and Mathematics
were able to relocate into a proximal
area paving the way for the new STEM
centre, as were English and humanities.
The Turkundi Kuu room ( Aboriginal
learning place room)
was able to
relocate upstairs to a newly refurbished
room and so on.
 As a school we are delighted with the
new facility and the opportunities it is
already providing for our students and
staff and I express my sincere thanks to
the many people involved in its
development.
 I acknowledge and thank Bu Sarah
Craddock and her Languages team for
all of their work in settling into this
building, and to Ben Jones PE
Coordinator and Shona Mishra Arts
Coordinators who worked on their areas
as a part of this overall capital works
project to gain excellent outcomes.
 These new facilities will be a benefit
for many student now and well into the
future.”
Congratulations to Thierry Herman,
who has recently been named the STEM
Secondary School educator of the year
through the 2017 Science Excellence
Awards program. We are all so very
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From the Principal cont
pleased for you Thierry and our students are so very
lucky to have an educator of your calibre. As one of our
staff noted, you make us all proud!
Congratulations to the following staff members
who received Certificates of recognition of service to
DECD and young people in South Australia on the
last day of Term 2 as a part of the DECD staff
recognition program:
Rani Baslis
30 years of service
Jan Price
30 years of service
Lina Ruggiero
30 years of service
Stuart Johnson
20 years of service
Deborah Wareing 20 years of service
Maritime Program: We recently had a visit from TAFE
and Huntington Ingalls Industries visit Le Fevre
HLL is Americas largest military ship builder and they
had requested a visit to our school after hearing about
our focus on developing the skills and capabilities that
will be vital for the nation’s future ship building plans.
HLL is looking to secure the rights to our Naval
Maritime College (to be operational in 2018) and the
focus of their tour was to see how they can support and
nurture the programs we already have in place. They
were impressed by the work Thierry Herman has
developed in the fields of Naval Engineering/
Architecture and also the enthusiasm and passion he
displayed. Declan Soreos gave an impressive account
of the CAD work he was doing as part of the Naval
course and made comment of the knowledge and
understanding he has of complex theories. Chloe Jones
represented students who are undertaking the Subs in
Schools challenge and she spoke well about their
progress and planning. The delegates made particular
note about how enthusiastic these young people were
which I believe reflects upon the dedication of the staff
at LFHS.
“The enthusiasm and expertize of your team was
very evident.
Similarly, the enthusiasm and
engagement of your students was also evident.”
Jeff McCray Vice President Business Development.
HLL
As they toured our facilities they were especially
pleased with our results in developing future trade
capabilities through our Certificate 1 Engineering
course. Chris Chrisakis explained in detailed how the
students make their way through the course and that
the students are treated as apprentices which holds
them in good stead in the future. The main focus in our
engineering areas is our ability to meet the future
demand for students in these trades as the Naval
Shipbuilding program takes shape.
The Naval Shipbuilding Program has the potential to
drive our economy and the Le Fevre Peninsula in the
future due to the vast nature and reach of the project.
Le Fevre High School is well placed and in some cases
ahead of the curve in preparing our students to become
a part of this exciting project.
Facilities Upgrade Holiday works:
Painting of the interior of the school occurred in the July
holidays apart from the new STEM works and new
building areas. New carpet treads to the stairs were
also installed. The interior spaces of our school are now
certainly looking very good!
STEM WORKS project update: We recently had the
tender meeting. The tender closes on 18 August . The
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time line from there for approvals and sign off
authorisation is up to 8 weeks. That will take us to the
end of the term and thus works should start late
September
or
early
October
extending
for
approximately 40 weeks. Stage 1, building the new
lockers enclosure to the Western End teaching areas of
B Block will occur first and then the whole remodelling
of the ground floor of the A block will occur!
International activities:
 We had a group of 6 incoming Indonesian
Educators on a fee for service consultancy over weeks
3-5
 Also we have new International fee paying students
commencing this term from Germany and Indonesia
 The Laos Cambodia trip planning is virtually
completed. Students are now focussing on fundraising
for the Orphanage School in Laos.
 Sarah Craddock’s trip to Thailand went well. She
did a lot of very positive work in promoting education in
SA to the school to which she was allocated.
Staffing: SSO Acknowledgement - We are having a
special morning tea on Thursday 31 August in
recognition of the superb work of our SSO team.
Leanne Hembrow is currently on secondment to DECD
and Jennifer Bagshaw is doing the Business Manager
role and we welcome Vanessa Knevitt to the role of
acting Finance Officer.
Regards
Rob Shepherd
Principal

Western Zone Netball
We won the carnival! The boys played against the girls
on the day and ended up winning it overall. Technically
speaking, we walked away with the Western Zone
Open Girls Netball premiership and Open Boys Netball.
Jo Petrov
PE Teacher

Thierry and his STEM award

Minister Close unveiling the plaque
In the Language Centre

School Ambassadors

Gamelan performance

Fund raising for the Laos
Orphanage School

Luke conducting Gamelan

Angklung performance
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Year 9 Arts Immersion Workshops
The Arts team strongly believes in giving our students the opportunity to develop a culture of Problem Solving and
Creativity. Last term all Year 9 students took part in two day workshops immersing themselves in Arts activities,
such as Dance, Photography, Performance, IT Makerspace Lab, and Character Design. They had specialists from
Industry working with them. We are working on developing a culture of Creativity, Critical Thinking, Communication
and Collaboration. Students showcased their experiences to the whole school in an Assembly.
Teaching students to be creative is a deliberate process, much like teaching literacy or numeracy, and is just as
important. The skills learned through participation in The Arts helps equip students with the challenges they will
face in the future. The Arts are essential in a high quality and balanced education.
Shona Mishra

In the words of Albert Einstein; "Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited,
whereas imagination embraces the entire world, stimulating progress, giving birth to evolution."

Mural Workshop
As part of the Year 9 Arts Days at the end of Semester 2 a small group of students with help from some Year 10
students worked with Mr Slade to create an Indigenous inspired mural. In line with the IB Leaner Profile students
focused their learning around two of the 6 critical thinking skills for future learners. The focus of the two days was
working collaboratively and using critical thinking skills. Students needed to figure out parts of the design to tell the
story of a child's learning journey in our community and how to create the art work, looking at working in turns on
different aspects, working up layers, shading, shape and line work. Some more technical skills were learnt also,
such as brush control, paint consistency and maintaining equipment. The base design was created by Mr Slade as
a tribute to our areas cultural heritage and the importance Aboriginal culture holds in our school community. The 4 x
2 metre mural has been displayed on the freshly painted stair well at the west end of B-Block in the near future.
In the mural painting activity I helped mostly figuring out the hand prints, doing the circles in the design and painting
the back ground. We created a mural to be displayed above the staircase of B Block and it includes lots of
Aboriginal style artwork and design to tell a story about educating children in our area. I learnt different ways to work
as a group, some painting techniques and that you need lots of patience to do sections and not to mess up. I really
enjoyed being part of the activity, because I met a few new people and it was good to be part of something that will
be on display for ever. The mural was about incorporating Aboriginal type art styles to show how we respect
Aboriginal culture in our school. We had to work collaboratively together so we could complete the art work in
time. Using our critical thinking we solved problems and made the mural the best we could by doing it in layers and
sections.
BY MADI R
For the two year 9 Arts Days we painted an Aboriginal inspired mural that represented this school and the Port
Adelaide area and the importance of looking after children and learning. While painting the mural I learnt how to
apply paint to large areas in layers to create the final form, how to blend colours so they form light and dark and also
how to do steady outlines. The mural it beautiful and has picture of hands to show people together, a dolphin and her
calf to show adults looking after children and tracks joining our communities and the school together. To complete
the mural we had to work collaboratively otherwise we would not have been able to finish it to such
a high standard. I am really proud of the final product and enjoyed the experience.
BY MAYA OH
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Dance Workshop
In week eight of Term 2, a group of year 9 and 10 students participated in two days of Dance workshops, run by
Miss Petrov and instructors Elliesha and Maddy from Precizion Dance. Students were fully immersed in this
performing art form, where they learnt a series of different dance techniques and routines, and also the principles
surrounding safe dance performance (warm up and flexibility training – photo below).

On day 1 students learnt a routine in the hip hop dance style, how to groove with music, stay on time with a beat,
body isolations and the lock, pop and break techniques. Students worked in groups to create their own dance piece,
contrasting movements using different levels, dynamics and tempos. They also engaged in partner holds, kicks and
corner work, and learnt a Jazz routine to music (photo below).
On day 2 students challenged themselves even further, learning a Contemporary dance routine and various
techniques from this dance style. They also worked on the elements of a performance, including how to project and
convey emotions and ideas to an audience.
Jovana Petrov
Sport Coordinator
Year Level Coordinator Year 9

CDW Studios Character Design Workshop
Year 9 students participated in two days of Character Design run Nathan Elmer from CDW Studios, a provide
provider of Digital Media training. Students were involved in the core skills of Problem Solving, Creating/ exploring
Ideas, and meeting a Brief. They learnt complex designing and drawing processes on Photoshop.
The Brief: “A band of unlikely heroes are drawn together by one common treasure in sight. Aboard their ship ‘The
Outcaster’ they are searching for the long lost civilisation of ‘Arbelisk’. Design a crew member for the Outcaster.
Students learnt a lot of new processes and skills and enjoyed learning from someone working in the Design Industry.
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CDW Studios Character Design Workshop...cont

Year 11 Photography
As part of their Certificate II in Creative Industries (Media) Year 11 students took part in a series of Digital DSLR
Workshops with TAFE SA Lecturer Danielle Apat. This culminated in a photo shoot around the local Port Adelaide
area.

Year 11/12 Art And Design Visit To UNISA
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8 Visual Art - Dots and Lines
Students created Art using these principlesFlowing Lines
Open space
Symmetrical
Asymmetrical
Radial
And they contained Symbols to tell their own story.
Gedda Dale-Little

10 Visual Art - A Sense Of Place

OUR SCHOOL VALUES
CARE
COMMITMENT
CO-OPERATION
RESPECT
AS WE ACHIEVE
TOGETHER
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Year 10/11 Drama Performance
The Year 10 / 11 Drama performances of Check Please by Johnathon Brand was
the culmination of twelve weeks of rehearsal including workshops with Industry
professionals. The process of bringing the play from the page to the stage was
complex and the students not only developed a broad range of performance skills
and technical knowledge, they also developed as an effective ensemble and learned
more about themselves. One of the students wrote of his experience: Check Please
was an amazing play to perform. I have learnt so many new performance methods
and techniques that I didn't know. This experience has affected me immensely. I was
a shy person to the majority of people who weren't in my friendship group. Now after
finishing this production, I absolutely love performing in drama and will continue it in
my school career. I have gained confidence and feel like I have broken out of my
shell."

Check Please
‘Check Please’, is a riveting play about two people experiencing a trail of dates after their break up. The play follows these
two people as they go on dates trying to find a ‘rebound’ partner. The two struggle to find a compatible partner and most of
the dates end up concluding very badly and are a waste of time. Towards the end the two come to the conclusion that
maybe they aren’t ready for someone new and decide to start over and work on being friends. The director was Ms Papillo
and I believe her intention was to show that dating someone new just after a relationship may not always be the best idea
and sometimes it’s good to just have some time. Ms Papillo modified the play from two small vignettes.
The main theme that was largely explored throughout the play was relationships. Another theme was the theme of
friendship. The theme of friendship was explored as the friends of two people that had just broken up made sure the dates
the two went on were with people who were defiantly not good matches for them. The friends goal was to set the newly
broken up couple back together. They also showed their support/enthusiasm to certain things the two newly single people
would say. For example, the person that had just gone through the break up, would say something like ‘it was terrible’ and
as she said that the actors in the background, of the scene, would join in as she said it. I found this quite effective as it
emphasized what they were saying and made it more dramatic/interesting.
I believe all the actors portrayed their characters very well. They all used movement and expression, although at some
points it was a little hard to understand what the actors were saying. Therefore, working on making their voices a little
clearer would have just improved it a tiny bit. The actors, I believe, worked well individually and especially as an ensemble .
They were very well organised and all synchronised actions were very well timed and obviously well practiced. A character
that stood out to me was one of the dates, he was known as very ‘extreme’. He stood out to me, not only because he was
funny but he also made wonderful us of the stage. For example when he was showing his date his ‘extreme walk’ he
walked around the whole stage. In addition, his movements were all exaggerated and easy to understand.
The play was set in a bar. The set was used very well by the actors. In every scene, there was someone working in the bar
behind the actors. This didn’t bother me but I could see how it could easily distract the audience. The set, in my opinion,
didn’t detract from the meaning of the play and the overall production. Therefore, I believe it was fitting for the play and
worked well.
The characters wore casual costumes for the play. In some instances, some of the characters would wear their bar uniform
to show they were working in the bar. In addition, there was one character who was a ‘gypsy’ and or tarot card reader. She
was dressed in tie dye flowy pants to fit the stereotypical gypsy hippy/look. There were a few costumes changes and most
worked well with the performance. Overall, I thought the costume design was well planned and exciting.
The lighting design was very well organised and worked very well portraying the atmosphere of a bar. The music also
worked well throughout the play as it was playing in the background of most scenes. I felt it made it feel a little more
authentic as in a lot of bars and restaurants they play music. There was no use of colour spotlights but I believe if there h ad
been it would not have added too much. The lighting didn’t necessary add meaning but it did add an atmosphere and made
it clear what scenes to watch as in some circumstances there was more than one scene on the stage. Overall the lighting
and sound added a lot to the performance creating an atmosphere and intriguing the audience.
Overall the performance was entertaining and great to watch. It had a great storyline and intention. It was very well planned
and organised. It was clear everyone involved had practised and worked very hard. The directors intention to show the
audience that the grass is not always greener on the other side.
Imogen
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Numeracy at Le Fevre High School
One of the foci at Le Fevre High School this year is to develop the ways that students think when solving problems.
There are many aspects to being good problem solvers. One of these aspects is for students to have automatic
recall of number facts and to be confident with mental computation. At Le Fevre High School, we have enrolled all
our Year 8 students in a program known as Numerical Acumen (numericalacumen.com.au). This site engages the
students to learn number facts and build mental computation skills, through play and competition. Overall, students
seem to enjoy interacting with this site and we encourage them to visit the site a few times a week to further develop
their skills. Why not visit the site with them, it is a great way to interact with your child and support their learning!
Another way we have been developing students in the area of problem solving is to
expose them to problems that aren’t necessarily related to any particular area of
mathematics, but draw on past skills and apply them in new ways. Last term, we
held our very first “MathsCraft – Doing Maths like a Mathematician”, with students
from 14 local schools participating. The aim of the afternoon was to work in groups,
including students, teachers and guest mathematicians, to solve problems. The
students were just as positive about the experience as were the teachers and visiting
mathematicians from the University of Adelaide.
One last thing, we encourage all parents to become or remain involved in their
student’s mathematics work. Research shows that children whose parents engage
with their learning tend to do better and who knows, you might even have some fun
while doing so! Below is a problem you might like to have a go at with your child:

Alastair Lupton guiding some budding
mathematicians through a problem at
MathsCraft

SevenSticks
I have seven sticks in a bag. All sticks are different lengths, all their lengths are a whole number of centimetres. No
stick is longer than 35 centimetres. No matter which three sticks I take out of the bag, I cannot make a triangle out of
them. How long must the shortest stick be?
Nicholas Kyriazis
Numeracy Leader

Rory’s School Lunches
Online Canteen Orders
Rory’s School Lunches have recently added online canteen ordering for the convenience of parents and students at Le Fevre High School.
You can now pre-order any of our menu items quickly and easily using the QKR app. Of course, the great range of quality over the counter
hot and cold foods will still be available each day for students to purchase. Online ordering will be an additional service, for those looking to
pre-order specific foods items. Orders can be placed before 9am of the day the order is required. Rory’s School Lunches will be offering
great lunch specials though the app in the future also.
How does the on-line ordering work?
Rory’s School Lunches has partnered with QKR! (pronounced ‘quicker’).
Registering for the online canteen is as easy as 1, 2, 3, 4.
Step 1: Download Qkr!
Apps are available for both Android and iPhone. iPad users can download the iPhone app.
Step 2: Register
Select your Country of Origin as ‘Australia’ and follow the steps to register.
Step 3: Find Your School
Your school will appear in ‘nearby locations’ if you are within 10kms of the school. Otherwise, search for your school by name.
Step 4: Register Your Children
When you first access your school you will be prompted to add a student profile for your child. This allows you to make orders and payments for them.
Once you have set up your QKR! account, you can: Order Rory’s School Lunches
Menus
2017 Menus can be found on the Rory’s School Lunches Website www.rorys.com.au, the QKR app and the link on the school website.
Further information on Rory’s School Lunches can be found at
www.rorys.com.au. We also encourage you to join our newsletter as
well as our face book page www.facebook.com/rorysschoollunches for
service updates. For specialised information please contact Rory directly
on 0434 420 563 or rory@rorys.com.au.
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Community Advertising

Disability Policy and Programs Parent Forum
Are you a parent or carer a child or young person with a disability? Then we
would like to invite you to the next in a series of Parents Forums hosted by the
Department for Education and Child Development.
The forum is an opportunity to:
·
·
·
·

Hear Kelly Vincent (MLC) speak on the Select Committee Report on Access to the South Australian
Education System for Students with a Disability and address questions raised by the Parent Forum
Listen to Mark Witham, Director of Funding, update on the current funding model for students with
disabilities
Have a say, be listened to and be engaged in conversations
Share your ideas with others and be informed about initiatives and new directions about the
services and support available for students with a disability.

Wednesday 20 September 2017
Education Development Centre
Rooms G 11A & B
4 Milner Street, Hindmarsh SA 5007
9:30 am – 10:00 am Tea and coffee
10:00 am – 2:00 pm
Parent Forum
A light lunch will be provided. A map to help with parking and details about public transport connections are
attached.
Please book your seat and notify us of any dietary requirements by emailing your RSVP to the Special
Education Resource Unit Julie.cakebread68@schools.sa.edu.au by Friday 15 September 2017. A detailed
agenda will be forwarded on confirmation of your booking.
PARKING CAN BE AT A PREMIUM

NORTH HAVEN SURF LIFE
SAVING CLUB
Nippers commences
Sat 21st October 2017
12:30—2:30pm
If you’re interested in finding out more about
Nippers and want to become a member of our family friendly club, join us
for a free ‘Come and Try’ session on ANY Saturday.
There will be scheduled activities for Nippers aged 5-13 years but anyone
can come along to learn more. Learn surf lifesaving skills, join in beach
activities and meet new friends.
Membership—$60 per child or $150 per family.
North Haven Surf Life Saving Club—44 Australia 2 Ave, North Haven
For further info email—administrator@northhavenslsc.com.au
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Community Advertising
"Not a Game Worth Betting On" is taking place on Tuesday, 12th September
at 12 pm with the year 8s at Le Fevre High School in collaboration with Uni
SA's Sports Connect Program.
The session will comprise several inclusive sports-based activities that will:
encourage social cohesion and connection; promote the 'love of the game';
distinguish 'gaming' from 'gambling'; raise awareness around the impact that
someone's gambling may have on a friend or family member; and, build skills
around leadership, teamwork, resilience and self-esteem.
Young people are particularly vulnerable to online gambling due to the
amount of time they spend online. A recent study undertaken by the Victorian
Responsible Gambling Foundation highlighted that at least one student in
every high school classroom has a problem with gambling.
Data shows that although sports betting is not currently accessed to the
same extent as gaming machines, it is becoming more prevalent, especially
for young people. To complicate this further, sports betting is difficult to avoid as it is advertised profusely on mobile phones,
billboards, public transport, social media and television.
This event is proudly organised by the Western Region Gambling Help Service at Relationships Australia SA. Please call Billy
on 8340 2022 for more information.
Are you a teacher or parent and want some info about what you can do in your school? See here for some excellent resources.

WELCOME TO SEASON 2017-18
PRE-SEASON JUNIORS GIRLS SOFTBALL
TRAINING: STARTS ON SUNDAYS
***PRE-SEASON COME 'N TRY
DAY: SUNDAY 27 AUGUST***
JUBILEE RESERVE
HAWKESBURY AVENUE
WEST LAKES SHORE
U11–U13 – U15–
U17 GIRLS
10.00m to 11.30am
Games are played throughout the regular season on Saturday
mornings from 11.00am at Softball South Australia at WEST
BEACH starting in Mid-October in TERM 4.
The Season starts at the October Long weekend Carnival at
West Beach.
**For further information please contact Deb Kennedy (PORT
ADELAIDE SOFTBALL CLUB SECRETARY) either by email
cc.kennedy@hotmail.com or by phone (mobile) 0418-817882.
OR just turn up at JUBILEE RESERVE on August 27th.
BRING a SOFTBALL GLOVE if you have one. Maybe you can
borrow a Glove from your School?
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SMS SYSTEMS

OVERDUE TEXT/LIBRARY BOOKS
Text and Library books are valuable
school resources. We ask that families
search for any overdue books and
return them to the school as soon as
possible.

Please be advised that the SMS phone number
for advising of STUDENT ABSENCES is
0438 130 557.

First Aid Medical Support
STUDENTS WITH A MEDICAL CONDITION REQUIRE A HEALTH CARE PLAN These are specific to the
student’s medical condition i.e., Asthma, Epilepsy, Anaphylaxis etc. These Plans can be obtained from Student
Services and must be completed by the parent and signed off by the doctor.
STUDENTS ON MEDICATION Students must not administer their own medication, it should be given to Student
Services in the original chemist packaging stating dosage information along with written consent from the parent.
If you have any questions in relation to managing medical conditions or first aid support for your child, please contact
the First Aid Officer at school.

2017 Materials and Services Charge
Payment of the Materials and Services Charge was due end of Term 1.
Payment of school accounts can be made in cash, by cheque or by using Visa or Master Card credit facility (in
person or over the phone or by completing the credit card details on the statement and returning to school with your
child), by EFTPOS, B Point or Qkr. Please see our website www.lefevrehs.sa.edu.au for instructions to assist you in
setting up the Qkr app.
Please contact the school if you require any assistance with the payment options listed above.

2017 SCHOOL CARD GRANT
SCHOOL CARD GRANT is a Commonwealth Government Grant for the purpose of paying Materials and
Services Charges for eligible families. The amount of the grant in 2017 will be $305.00 for Secondary Students.
Assessment for eligibility is made on taxable income for the 2015/2016 financial year. A new application for
the School Card Grant must be completed and lodged each year. Please bring your Concession Card with
you when making the application for the School Card Grant.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
LE FEVRE HIGH SCHOOL
CREDIT CARD PAYMENT AUTHORISATION
ABN 46 522 360 921

2017 MATERIALS AND SERVICES CHARGE
$470.00
Card No:

________________

Verification:

___

Expiry Date: …..../…….

Card Holder’s Name: ……………………………………………………………………………….….

Amount: $ 470.00

Signature: ………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Please Tick One:

Payment for:

MasterCard:

2017 M and S CHARGE

Student’s name: ……………………………………………………..………………………………….

Visa Card:

□
□

